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Title: Carta marina et Descriptio septemtrionalium terrarum ac mirabilium rerum in eis 
contentarum, diligentissime elaborata Annon Domini  1539 Veneci is  l iberal  i tate  
Reverendissimi Domini Ieronimi Quirini 	
Author: Olaus Magnus 

Date: 1539 
Description: Olaus Magnus (1490-1557) did not like the map of Scandinavia in the 1482 
edition of Claudius Ptolemy’s Geographia. The classic Ulm text, a translation of the 
Greek’s principles of geography and cartography formulated in the second century, 
purported to have the most current and accurate maps available at the time and was a refer-
ence work of great scholarly importance. But Olaus knew the map of Scandinavia was 
hopelessly wrong. To correct the erroneous ideas that most Europeans, especially southern 
Europeans, had about his native land, he made his own map. Published in 1539, the Carta 
Marina, a wall map in nine sheets, was the first large-scale map of any part of Europe. 
  The full title of the map is Carta marina et Descriptio septemtrionalium terrarum ac 
mirabilium rerum in eis contentarum, diligentissime elaborata Annon Domini  1539 
Veneci is  l iberal  i tate  Reverendissimi Domini Ieronimi Quirini, which translates as “A 
Marine map and Description of the Northern Lands and of their Marvels, most carefully 
drawn up at Venice in the year 1539 through the generous assistance of the Most 
Honourable Lord and Patriarch Hieronymo Quirino.” It was a great improvement on 
earlier maps of Scandinavia, certainly the largest and most detailed to its time and 
generally much more accurate than its predecessors. The title makes clear that Olaus 
intended his map to be used by navigators, as do the navigational elements depicted on 
the map: four large compasses, rhumb lines indicating directions from them, a pair of 
dividers, and distance scales. 
  Two short keys were published with the map, with brief descriptions of some of 
its features. Immediately after publication Olaus began working on a book that was 
intended as an elaboration of those explanations. It quickly grew much bigger, and when 
Historia de Genti bus Septentrionalibus was published in Rome, in 1555, it amounted to the 
earliest comprehensive history of Scandinavia. In the subtitle the author says that he 
describes the northern peoples’ “different positions, customs, habits, ways of life, 
superstitions, methods of instruction, activities, government, food, wars, buildings, 
implements, metal mines, and marvels, together with almost all the living creatures that 
dwell in the North, and their characteristics.” Olaus promised much, but also kept his 
word. He comments on Scandinavian history, geography, warfare, natural history, 
religion, and government. He writes about housing, law, education, social life, and leisure 
activities, including festivals and tournaments, acting, chess, dancing, and musical 
instruments. He describes hunting, fishing, and agriculture. All of this occupies twenty-
two “books” (or sections), divided into 778 chapters, covering 850 folio pages. From the 
mid–16th century to the present, the Historia has appeared in many editions and 
translations. 
  Scandinavia itself takes up the map’s right-hand half, with the great peninsula 
of Norway and Sweden in the center curving up and around to enclose the Baltic Sea, 
with Finland at upper right; below arcs the southern Baltic coast from Russia (and the 
future location of St. Petersburg) across Prussia to Denmark at bottom center. The left-
hand half of the map is taken up with the Atlantic Ocean; running from bottom to top, we 
see northern Scotland; the overdrawn archipelagos of the Orkneys, Shetlands, and Faeroe 
islands; and finally Iceland, with a small inset in the top-left corner of the southern tip of 
Greenland. 
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  More than a hundred of the images from the Carta Marina appear in the Historia, 
with explanations. In 1998 the Hakluyt Society published the complete Historia in an 
English translation by Peter Fisher and Humphrey Higgens, edited by Peter Foote. The 
three-volume work provides new insight into the illustrations on the map. Olaus’ attempt 
to blend Ptolemy’s maps with mariners’ charts was not entirely successful — Scandinavia 
extends two degrees beyond the North Pole, for example — but what the Carta Marina 
may lack in geography is more than compensated for by its folklore. The images of his 
people and his land are both delightful to look at and rewarding to study. While 
displayed in color here, the original baroquely detailed map image was uncolored. 
  Olaus Magnus was born in Linkoping, Sweden, in 1490. A trip to Oslo when he 
was fifteen ignited a lifelong love of travel. Three Magnus brothers — Hans, Olaf, and Per 
(Latinized as Johannes, Olaus, and Petrus) — became Catholic priests. From age twenty to 
twenty-seven Olaus studied in the German universities of Rostock and Greifswald, 
receiving a B.A. degree from the University of Rostock, probably in 1513. He gave up a 
position in Uppsala in 1518 to become a seller of indulgences in northern Scandinavia. In 
the Historia he writes that he asked to be sent to fight Lutheranism in northern Sweden, 
Finland, and northwestern Norway. He may have visited the Lofoten Islands. 

 
  Olaus gathered information from these and future journeys. (He was practiced 
at drawing and possibly drew many illustrations for the map and the book.) He returned 
to Uppsala before the end of 1519. Four years later Sweden won independence from the 
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Danes under Gustav Eriksson, crowned king of Sweden in 1523 as Gustav Vasa. Johannes 
Magnus was named archbishop of Uppsala and primate of Sweden by the king. Gustav 
Vasa sent Olaus to Rome to get confirmation of his brother’s appointment, and as late as 
1534 the king employed the Magnus brothers on diplomatic missions, particularly to the 
Netherlands, with Olaus serving as his brother’s secretary. Olaus and Johannes also 
visited Antwerp, Bremen, Cracow, and Hamburg. However, King Gustav was moving to 
change Sweden’s religion to Lutheranism. When he sent word that Johannes should 
return to Sweden, the brothers hesitated because of the religious situation. Their property 
was confiscated and their income cut off. Neither ever returned to Sweden. Apparently 
they lived on savings and at times on charity. 
  In 1527 Olaus began a map of the southern Baltic coast, which quickly evolved 
into work on the Carta Marina. From 1530 to 1537 Olaus and Johannes were either 
traveling or living in Danzig, where they were pensioners of the Polish archbishop and 
the city council. In 1537 the brothers moved to Venice, where within the year they became 
guests of Hieronymo Quirino, the patriarch of the Republic of Venice. The Carta Marina 
was finally printed there in 1539 with the support of Quirino, to whom the map was 
dedicated. Apparently only a few copies of the map were completed, possibly because the 
440 ducats allotted for woodcutting and printing did not pay for many copies. However, 
Olaus had a right of publication from the Venetian Doge Pietro Lando and the 
imprimatur of Pope Paul III, so the map’s importance seems to have been recognized. 
Perhaps few Italians wanted a detailed map of Scandinavia. 
  Olaus wanted a map so big that it could not be printed on a single sheet or even 
on two or four sheets, the format commonly used for the larger maps of the time. The 
map was printed from nine wood-blocks, with each complete map made up of nine 
sheets of paper, which when trimmed and joined formed a map about four feet high by 
five feet wide. The map has three sheets across the top, middle, and bottom, identified 
with the letters A through I. A—C form the top third of the map, 
with D—F its middle three sections and G—I its lower third.  
  In the southeast corner of sheet A, the anchor of an 
English ship is imbedded in a huge whale, on whose back 
sailors are cooking a meal. The whale’s skin has a surface which 
looks like sand on the seashore, Olaus writes in the Historia. Hence, 
when it raises its back above the waves, as it frequently does, sailors 
completely mistake it for an island. (Magnus 1998, III: 1108.) The 
vignette may refer to the sixth-century voyage by the Irish 
monk St. Brendan, whom Claus calls the “British abbot” and of 
whom he writes, In the lives of the saints it is remembered how he and his companions came 
upon a giant fish called Jason. Persuading themselves that this was an island, they disembarked 
and kindled a fire on it, but as soon as they perceived the fish move, they promptly flew to their boat 
and just managed to save their lives the minute the creature dived. (Magnus 1998, III: 1109.) 

In the southwest corner of sheet B, a huge red serpent 
is demolishing a ship. This serpent, Claus observes, is 
more than 200 feet long and twenty feet thick. It lives 
in the caves and hollows in the sea coast near Bergen. 
The maelstrom, an immense whirlpool, appears near 
the Lofoten Islands. Any ship that got too close was in 
danger of being sucked into the maelstrom and 
wrecked. 
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He hath commonly hair hanging from his neck a Cubit long, and sharp Scales, and is black, and he 
hath flaming shining eyes. This Snake disquiets the Shippers, and he puts up his head on high like 
a pillar, and catcheth away men, and he devours them; and this hapneth not but it signifies some 
wonderful change of the Kingdom near at hand; namely that the Princes shall die, or be banished; 
or Tumultuous Wars shall presently follow.  
This is the first written account of the sea worm, or Norway serpent. Perhaps, it is 
influenced by the story of Jörmungandr [Great Beast], a 'Midgard Serpent' from Norse 
mythology, that grew so large in the depths of the ocean that it eventually wrapped itself 
around the world.  
 In the northwest corner of sheet A, the wreckage of ships testifies to the dangers of 
sailing near Greenland. For the wind Circius is so violent in northern waters, especially when it 
coincides with the full moon, that all who are sailing there must fear its horrifying and lethal  
effects, Claus writes. (Magnus 1996, I: 103-04.) Nearby, on the top of Hvitsark Rock, is a 
compass. According to Olaus, this place was first settled in 1494 by Pining and Pothorst, 
two pirates chased north by the Danes. He writes, They lived there outlawed with their fellow-

rovers and inflicted many atrocities on every seafarer, whether sailing close at hand or at a 
distance. (Magnus 1996, I: 104.) The pirates made the compass to help determine routes for 
their “profitable plundering forays.” Note that the latitude of Hvitsark is 83ºN. In southern 
Greenland a pygmy fights against a big 
man. The little dwarf fearlessly attacks his 
bigger opponent and triumphs in his victory, 
Claus explains, for at every opportunity he 
assaults taller men with no less courage than if 
he could boast of a giant’s might and so have the 
upper hand. (Magnus 1996, I: 105.) 

 In the northwest corner of sheet C, 
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worshippers kneel before a banner. Claus writes that the people “who live beneath the 
Pole” perform in front of a “rag” on a pole or a spear. They worship the sun, which shines upon 
them during the whole course of the summer, giving thanks to him for bringing light to oppose the 
darkness that they have endured, and warmth to dispel the immeasurable cold.... For a similar reason 
they worship the moon, because in winter when the sun has withdrawn they make constant use of her 
light.... (Magnus 1996,1: 149). Just below and to 
the right a Sami [Lapp] marriage is being 
celebrated with fire. The motive they wish to 
indicate is this: the fire struck out of flint and again 
enclosed within it reveals symbolically that it 
contains the bond or strength of indestructible love, 
Olaus writes. For, as the flint holds inside itself 
fire, which flashes out when the flint is struck, so in 
either sex there is a life concealed, which at length, as 
the result of their reciprocal tie, is brought into the 
open to become a living child. (Magnus 1996, I: 
204.) Nearby is an animal like a lion and a giant 
holding rune stones. The latter is a 
representation of Starkather from Tavastland, said by Claus to be a model for others, as his 
strength was “a love of frugality and an aversion to lavish feasting.”  According to Claus, 
Starkather exemplifies abstemiousness which is so utterly essential in a powerful man, and which 
ought to be added to this account of mine, as a mirror for our wanton age and one which should be 
gazed into with deep attention. (Magnus 1996, I: 234-35.) Just below the animal, the Sami, on 
the left, offer axes, scissors, and tools to Russians, on the right, who have hides and a 
bladder full of oil to trade. No money is involved. The Sami are models of good conduct. 
Their only striving is to avoid poverty, and not to love riches, Olaus observes. These people do not 
know how to be seekers after gain, for they are unwilling to torment themselves with any cunning 
dealings. (Magnus 1996, I: 201.) 
  Just below Finmarchia on sheet B, a man and a woman hunt on skis, their bows 
drawn in the act of shooting. Claus notes, Here you may see a woman, her hair loose, aiming 
arrows; nor is it any wonder, because those who live under the celestial Pole find in the huge compass 
of their forests such rich abundance of game that the men alone would not suffice to hunt them down 

if their womenfolk did not race to their sides. Therefore 
the women join the chase with the same swiftness as the 
men, perhaps even with greater. (Magnus 1996, I: 
212.) Below the couple, reindeer pull a cart loaded 
with cargo, protected by an archer whose arrow 
seems directed toward an unsuspecting skier.  

 The northwest corner of sheet F is filled with 
scenes of transportation — people on sleds 
being pulled by 
horses and elk, 
men in a boat. 
Several animals 

are shown in the service of man, including an otter 
delivering a fish to a man, who is preparing to clean and 
cook it. The otter catches fish for the owner regularly, but 
“once in awhile forgets and eats the fish.” Claus also 
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reports that an “astonishing” number of otter pelts and beaver skins are exported to 
Russia. (Magnus 1998, III: 897.) The same theme appears in the northeast corner of sheet E 
in an image of a woman milking a reindeer. The Historia has an extensive description of 

reindeer and their importance to the northern 
peoples.  
  In the northwest corner of sheet H, a man 
is being attacked by a shark in the sea off the coast 
of Norway. Olaus describes this encounter in a 
chapter titled “On the ferocity of some fish, and the 
friendliness of others” and writes that the ray, 
“armed by nature with its fins,” drives off the 
sharks and will help the man to shore. (Magnus 
1998, III: 1119.)  

 Sheet I features thirty-four shields of ancient tribes and nations that had inhabited 
Scandinavia in the past. Below these is the Magnus family coat of arms, with a lion 
holding its paw on top and a mouse below the lion. This vignette refers to the fable of the 
lion and the mouse, in which the mouse saves the 
mighty lion from capture by cutting the ropes that 
bind him. In his 1949 study of the map Edward 
Lynam writes that “the Lion seems to stand for the 
Scandinavian peoples and the Mouse for Olaus, 
their interpreter and geographical liberator.” Olaus 
himself said that one reason he made his map was 
to remind the viewer of the vast lands the Catholic 
Church had lost through the Reformation.  
  In the south-central portion of sheet I, a 
bear has climbed a tree and knocked down a 
beehive, which another bear is destroying despite 
the bee stings he is suffering. Claus writes, The 
sweetness of honey makes it pay little heed to bee stings, 
since the severe wounds inflicted by the bees on its face 
alleviate any excess of blood in its body. Northern 
people try to protect the beehives, Claus reports, 
and, since bears are well used to thieving honey, men set 

a lethal snare, 
knowing that this 
animal's skull is extremely fragile (just as the lion's is very 
strong), so that if at any time it receives a blow, the bear 
perishes. (Magnus 1998, III: 910-11.) A wooden cudgel, 
studded all around with iron spikes and suspended from 
a high branch, delivers the lethal blow.  
  The southeastern portion of sheet B shows 
another strange animal, the gulo (Latin for the glutton, 

which belongs to the marten or weasel family). In its bulk it 
is similar to a large dog, Claus observes. Its ears and face 
resemble a cat’s, and its feet have very sharp claws. It has a 
shaggy body with a long brownish coat, and a fox's tail, though 
shorter and draped with thick fur, so that excellent winter caps 
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can be made from it. When the glutton finds a carcass, it eats so quickly that its furious meal 
makes its torso swell like a drum. Afterwards it finds a narrow space between trees and squeezes 
itself through, in order to discharge its bowels forcibly. (Magnus 1998, III: 888.) Cycle complete, 
it returns to the carcass and stuffs itself once more. This unappetizing image is how we 
may feel after studying the map. We devour it, are overwhelmed by it, leave it, but return 

to it again and again.  
   
THE DUCK TREE  
'Ducks being hatched from the fruit of trees.' This mythical 
plant, said to sprout baby birds, seemed to explain the 
breeding of ducks, a mysterious affair for it was 
conducted when the birds flew south. Of the Sollendae 
ducks, often seen near Glegorn, Scotland, Olaus writes: 
'Moreover, a Scotch Historian, who diligently sets down the 
secret of things, saith that in the Orcades [Orkney Isles], 
Ducks breed of a certain Fruit falling into the Sea; and these 
shortly after get wings, and fly to the tame or wild Ducks.' 

This is a variation on the 'barnacle goose tree' myth, of which the archdeacon and historian 
Gerald of Wales wrote in the 12th century:  

Enclosed in shells of a free form they hang by their beaks as if from the 
moss clinging to the wood and so at length in process of time obtaining a 
sure covering of feathers, they either dive off into the waters or flyaway 
into free air ... I have myself seen many times with my own eyes more 
than a thousand minute corpuscles of this kind of bird hanging to one log 
on the shore of the sea, enclosed in shells and already formed ... 
Wherefore in certain parts of Ireland bishops and religious men in times 
of fast are used to eat these birds as not flesh nor being born of the flesh.  

 
THE POLYPUS  
'A Polypus, or creature with many feet, which has a pipe on his 
back.' This giant lobster viciously preyed on mariners and 
swimmers 'with his Legs as it were by hollow places, 
dispersed here and there, and by his Toothed Nippers, he 
fastneth on every living creature that comes near to him, that 
wants blood. Whatever he eats, he heaps up in the holes 
where he resides: Then he casts out the Skins, having eaten the 
flesh, and hunts after fishes that swim to them.' The Polypus could 
change his color to blend in with his environment, something 

he did to escape his most feared enemy, the conger eel.  
 

BALENA and  ORCA  
'A whale, a very great fish, and the Orca, which is smaller, his deadly 
enemy.'  
A Whale is a very great fish about one hundred or three hundred foot 
long, and the body is a vast magnitude; yet the Orca, which is smaller 
in quantity, but more nimble to assault, and cruel to come on, is his 
deadly Enemy. An Orca is like a Hull turned inside outward; a Beast 
with fierce Teeth, with which, as with the Stem of a Ship, he rends the 
Whales Guts, and tears his Calves body, or he quickly runs and drives 
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him up and down with his prickly back, that he makes him run to the Fords, and Shores. The whales 
can be seen here by the island of Tile, thought to be Thule. 

  
  

THE SEA PIG 
'A sea monster similar to a pig.'  
Now I shall revive the memory of that monstrous Hog that 
was found afterwards, Anno 1537, in the same German 
Ocean, and it was a Monster in every part of it. For it had a 
Hogs head, and a quarter of a Circle, like the Moon, in the 
hinder part of its head, four feet like a Dragons, two eyes on 
both sides of his Loyns, and a third in his belly inkling toward 
his Navel; behind he had a Forked-Tail, like to other Fish 
commonly. Like several of Olaus' depictions, the Sea Pig 

derives from the observations of Pliny, who described a 'pig-fish' that grunted when it was 
caught. Most likely, what is being described here, fantastically, is the walrus.  
 
THE SEA UNICORN  
The basis here is, of course, the narwhal, the large tusks of 
which were often found washed up on beaches. 'The Unicorn 
is a Sea-Beast, having in his Fore-head a very great Horn, 
wherewith he can penetrate and destroy the ships in his way, 
and drown multitudes of men. But divine goodnesse hath 
provided for the safety of Marriners herein; for though he be 
a very fierce Creature, yet is he very slow, that such as fear 
his coming may fly from him.'  

 
THE PRISTER  
 
'The Whirlpool, or Prister, a kind of whale whose floods of waters sink the 
strongest ships.' The species of whale is unidentified, but the 
description of spouting appears similar to the Balena:  
The Whirlpool, or Prister, is of the kind Whales, two hundred Cubits long, 
and is very cruel. For to the danger of Sea-men, he will sometimes raise 
himself beyond the Sail-yards, and casts such floods of Waters above his 

head, which he had sucked in, that with a Cloud of them, he will often sink the strongest ships, or expose 
the Marriners to extream danger. This Beast hath also a long and large round mouth, like a Lamprey, 
whereby he sucks in his meat or water, and by his weight cast upon the Fore or Hinder-Deck, he sinks 
and drowns a ship. Olaus advises scaring it away with a 'Trumpet of War', as it can't bear the 
sharp noise. Failing this, he says, cannons should do the trick. 

 
 
THE ZIPHIUS 
'The terrible sea monster Ziphius devouring a seal.' Though its name 
comes from xiphias, the Greek word for sword, this creature is 
completely separate to what we know as a swordfish. The blade of 
this owl-faced monster appears to be the sharp dorsal fin on its 
back: Because this Beast is conversant in the Northern Waters, it is 
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deservedly to be joined with other monstrous Creatures. The Sword-fish is like no other but in something 
it is like a Whale. He hath as ugly a head as an Owl: His mouth is wondrous deep, as a vast pit, whereby 
he terrifies and drives away those that look into it. His Eyes are horrible, his Back Wedge-fashion, or 
elevated like a sword; his snout is pointed. These often enter upon the Northern Coasts, as Thieves, and 
hurtful Guests, that are always doing mischief to ships they meet, by boaring holes in them, and sinking 
them ... 
  
THE SEA-COW  
Along with descriptions of the Sea-mouse, the Sea-hare 
and the Sea-horse are provided details of the Sea-cow, 
drawn identically to the land animal: 'The Sea-Cow is a 
huge Monster, strong, angry, and injurious; she brings forth a 
young one like to her self; yet not above two, but one often, 
which she loves very much, and leads it about carefully with 
her, whither so ever she swims to Sea, or goes on Lands ... 
Lastly, this Creature is known to have lived 130 years, by cutting off her tail.'  

 
THE SEA RHINOCEROS  
Olaus only makes reference to this spotted creature in the key 
to his map, which states: 'A monster looking like a rhinoceros 
devours a lobster which is 12 feet long.' With such scant 
information, it has been suggested that this could well be the 
cartographer succumbing to a bout of Horror vacui, and filling a 
space with something of his own creation.  
 
 
CARIBDIS 
'Several horrendous whirlpools in the sea.' 'Here is the horror 
Caribdis' reads the label on the map accompanying this 
monster, an ancient myth famously featured in The Odyssey, 
Jason and the Argonauts and Aristotle's Meteorologica. Here Olaus 
draws a ship caught in 
the terrible whirlpool, 

and writes: Wherefore those that would sail thither from the 
Coasts of Germany hire the most experienced Marriners and 
Pilots, who have learned by long Experience, how by steering 
obliquely, and directing their course ... they may not fall into 
the Gulph ... Also the Sea there, within the hollow Cave, is 
blown in when the Flood comes, and when it ebbs, it is blown 
out, with as great force as any Torrents or swift Floods are 
carryed. This Sea, it is said, is sailed in with great danger, 
because such who sail in an ill time are suddenly sucked into 
the Whirl-pools that run around.  
  What sources did Claus consult in making his map? Scotland has the peculiar hooked 
eastward extension familiar from Ptolemy’s maps, indicating that Claus used them. He 
probably had charts of the Baltic. The names Polus Articus and Insula Magnetum both appear, 
indicating his awareness that the geographic and the magnetic North Poles are not identical. 
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  His travels in Scandinavia were also obviously critical, as was his religion, which not 
only allowed him to travel widely, but also influenced the history he wrote of his native land. 
In 1541 Claus and Johannes moved to Rome; Johannes died there in 1544. Claus was named 
archbishop of Uppsala — the last one and a hollow appointment since he could not go there. In 
1550 Claus moved to the St. Birgitta Convent in Rome. Five years later the Latin edition of the 
Historia was published in a large folio format, and it included a small version of the original 
wall map. The book appeared in French in 1561, and the next year it was published in Dutch 
twice, in Antwerp and in Amsterdam. A beautiful folio edition in Italian was published in 1565, 
followed two years later by the first German edition. Many of these editions were abridgements 
of the original text, some without illustrations and others with much simplified and reduced 
versions of the wall map. The first English edition did not appear until 1638, when an abridged 
edition, also not illustrated, was published in London. 
  The original Carta Marina, by contrast, was soon extremely rare; more copies of the two 
keys survived than copies of the map. Indeed, eventually the keys were the only evidence of 
the wall map’s existence and its contents. The German geographer Sebastian Münster used it 
for his map of Scandinavia in Cosmographia; Beschreibung alter Lander [Cosmography; A 
Description of All Lands], published in 1544. The Flemish cartographer Abraham Ortelius used 
it for his map of Scandinavia in Theatrum Orbis Terrarum, published in 1570. Then the map 
disappeared from view and for more than three centuries was largely unknown. 
 In 1886 a copy of the original woodcut map of 1539 was found in the Hofund 
Staatsbibliothek (now the Bayerisches Staatsbibliothek) in Münich, Germany. Thus did it 
became available again after three centuries. For years it was the only copy known. In 1962 a 
second copy, now in the Uppsala Universitetsbibliotek, was discovered. They are the only 
extant copies of the original Carta Marina. Many reproductions have been made of the map, 
including the one used here, a facsimile made in 1949 in Sweden and hand-colored in Norway. 
 How fortunate it is that two copies of this fascinating map survive. Its images cry out 
for explanation and enjoyment. And how fortunate it is that Claus labored to produce the 
Historia de Gentibus Septentrionalibus, which provides so many of those explanations and adds 
so much to that enjoyment. Claus Magnus’ map and his book demonstrate that he succeeded in 
making Scandinavia better known in the 16th century and providing a view of the region not 
available anywhere else. The book must be used carefully, as some of the text is simply 
reprinted from older writers, a not uncommon practice in the 16th century. Nevertheless, the 
Historia is indispensable for understanding the wonderful Carta Marina, a map that is just as 
fascinating for us today as it was at the time it was printed. 
  
Location: The James Ford Bell Library at the University of Minnesota 
Hofund Staatsbibliothek in Munich, Germany 
Universitetsbibliothek, Uppsala University Library, Sweden 
 
Size: nine 55 x 40 cm woodcut blocks when assembled is 1.70 m x 1.25 m (5.5 x 4 feet). 
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A colored, 1949 facsimile of Olaus Magnus’ Carta marina. From digital version placed online by the 
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Unsuspecting sailors cook a meal on a sea monster off the coast of Iceland. 
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